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THE FOREST WORLD OF NEW ZEALAND, REALM OF 
TANE-MAHUTA, by J. H. Johns and C. G. R. Chavasse. A. H. 
and A. W. Reed, Wellingtoln, 1975. $12.50. 

Rleviewing a boolk such as this is a difficult task. Reviewers 
thrive upon wolrks of disjointeld or incojnsistent lolgic, papers 
filled with careless loopholes in their assemblage of technical 
matcrial, and dissertations with idiolsyncratic assertions at a 
dangerous distance from the bastions of accepted thought. 
T h e  Forest World of N e w  Zealand contains nolne of these, 
goading the critical mind to repeated readings which merely 
serve to strengthen one's appreciation oif the splendour that 
is folrest, tree and mountain and the lyricism it invokes. 

Collections oif colourful prints anld photographs in attrac- 
tive volumes are increasingly plentiful these days. Current 
enthusiasm for "ecology" has led many such works to revolve 
about nature and the native environment. Superficially this 
volume falls within this category. 

John Johns is a superb photographer of trees, flowers and 
animals, whose talents have been aired in earlier publications 
such as Wild Animals i n  N e w  Zealand. All readers will de- 
light in this latest display of his outstanding prolfessional 
ability. Those with experience in nature photography and the 
forest world John Johns explores will feel respect tinged with 
awe for the reserves off patience that alloweid these photo- 
graphs to be. His efforts are not just brilliant facsimilies of 
living objects (Mount Cook lily, p. 99), they ape also creative 
artistic achievements (Golblin Forest, p. 90-91; blue mountain 
duck, p. 139). The minute structure and patterns revealed in 
painstaking close-ups remind us oif the fascinating detail that 
abounds in the folrest floor and the complonents olf grosser 
plants; latent botanists may be awakened to a new life. 

Not surprisingly a weakness oC many glossy picture-books is 
the quality off the prolse accompaniments otr the lack olC them. 
T h e  Forest W o d d  of N e w  Zealand is quite capable olf support- 
ing itself on tha strength of its photographic content but 
instead it takes the additional step of incorporating a care- 
fully cons,tructed d,iscourse by Geoffrey Chavasse. The latter 
brings with him those niceties of phrase and style which 
characterised years of Editorial Notes within this Journal. The 
poetic tenor of Chavasse's writing is particularly appropriate 
to a boolk such as this. The longer passages - moist notably 
his rendition of Maori genesis and the chapter "To see as a 
Child" - are exoellent, although sometimes the lyric effect 
appears over-extended amongst the largely pictorial sections. 

Despite the two essentia~lly individual contributions, words 
and pho~tographs are delicately matched to achieve a distinc- 
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tive blend. At no stage does the reader encounter a collection 
of photographs interrupted by words, or an essay punctuated 
with photographs. Notwithstanding the quality of the material 
presented, special commendation is due to the well-designed 
layout and structure of the book. A lucid format is adopted 
which never confuses the identity of illustrations nor segre- 
gates the prose to confined pages. The size s f  photographs is 
manipulated intelligently, generating a phasing varied num- 
ber yet including space for the larger evocative prints. The 
standard of printing is high, colour repro~dluction being singu- 
larly faithful. Only one small co~mplaint comes to mind - 
the strikinq southern rata and autumnal poplars that grace 
the dust-cover receive no mention. 

John Johns and Geoffrey Chavasse have not produced a fair 
and reasonable account of New Zealand's forest world. No roolm 
is given to depicting o r  describing the gamut of events routine 
to the life of a production forest (are they too disturbing?), 
despite the burgeoning amount olf prolduction forest through 
ever-incre~asing afforestation and continued indigenous forest 
utilisation. The book alm~ost sees the country's forelsts as one 
vast protection and/or recreational estate. 

For as long as there are forests and people there will be 
divisioln and argument over the best use of those forests. The 
greatest feature of forests is their multifarious output of 
human benefits; paradorxically this multiplicity ensures con- 
tinual dissension and disagreement. All manner of cases are 
advanced to support the dominant, if not exclusive, single use 
for each conceivable benefit. In this bo~ok scenes of mer- 
cenary forest exploitation and silviculture are significantly 
avoided. Coupled with this is a text that streslses the impalp- 
able values of foirests and asserts the spiritual invollvement 
the Maori people had with their land and forest prior to 
Western colonisation. John Johns' photography reveals how 
suitable our forests are for aesthetic appreciation. Geoffrey 
Chavasse beguiles the reader with classical charm; the noble 
savage, idyllic Maori earthchildren and the current vogue of 
their oneness with nature, are enlisted as support for passive 
forest use - materialism faints in the thick intangible 
atmosphere created. 

Forests possess an amazing capacity to yielld recreational 
returns and enjoyment for users to whatever depth their per- 
sonal makeup allows. They may do so without inviting pangs 
of jealousy, competition, frustration, and scarce reso~urce de- 
pletion so colmmon to more materialistic fulfilment. Because 
fojrests and the life within them can do this they are wonder- 
ful, precious resources; Chavasse and Johns want their readers 
to recognise this. The glorious photographs never explicitly 
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point one way, the melodic prose neither cofidlemns this nor 
advises that; nevertheless, a theme emerges by the close of 
the last page - recreational use of forests, pointedly native 
forests, may very well became the principal use. Recreational 
apprelciation of forests is the highest appreciation. 

In their advocacy of dominant recreational use this volume 
corrects several misconceptions held by many people in the 
vanguard of the environmental movement: exotic trees and 
forests are sometimes lovely and even aesthetically equal to 
native trees and stands; hunting is a major form of valid 
recreatioln; preservation does not always maximise recreation; 
introduced animals, not just native fauna, can make a thrilling 
recreational experience for other than the hunter; people 
enjoying forests in all their varied ways, hosts of people, 
are the ultimate goal. Forest managers everywhere will wel- 
come this aspect of T h e  Forest Wor ld  of N e w  Zealand. They 
will respect and appreciate the dazzling display of our forests 
as a well-spring of emotional sustenance - one valuable facet 
of their resource. Maybe they will feel heightened sensitivity 
to the intangible values they work with and so frequently 
modify. But to the forest manager walking the thankless tight- 
rope of optimum land use, before the eyes of varied pressure 
grotups and rival land-holders hoping he will fall, the book 
provides no helpful answers nor solves any problems. 

C. D. Gleason 

GENETIC VULNERABILITY OF MAJOR CROPS. National 
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1972. 

In 1970 an epidemic disease swept swiftly over the corn 
crop of the United States, causing losses approching one bil- 
lion dollars. 

Important among factolrs contributing to the epidemic were 
( i)  the sudden appearance of a new strain of the corn leaf 
blight pathogen, and (ii) the susceptibility to it of most of 
the genetically uniform corn being grown in the United States. 
Additionally, the weather in 1970 was favourable to develop- 
ment and dispersal of the fungus. The key lesson of 1970 is 
that "genetic uniformity is the basis of vulnerability to epi- 
demics". Investigation showed that most other major crops, 
likewise, are impressively uniform genetically, and thus also 
disturbingly vulnerable. 

The implications for other crops of this most destructive 
epidemic were such that the United States National Research 
Council set up a special Committee on Genetic Vulnerability 
whose dleliberations and conclusions are presented in the 
307-page report under review. 


